Jean Oursler, also known as Jean The Results Queen, is “all about getting unprecedented RESULTS! at unprecedented speed that creates and maintains unprecedented performance.” And Tuesday night, May 7th, Jean was at the top of her game as she shared the seven steps of her RESULTS! Formula at the FWA-NJ event:

R: Ready
E: End
S: Steps
U: You
L: Levels of Learning
T: Transformation
S: Success

Jean is absolutely passionate about achieving results and, as she explains the formula, she peppers her presentation with examples and stories that demonstrate how changing mindset and behavior can yield phenomenal results. In her highly interactive presentation, Jean challenges her audience to think differently and she also encourages questions. An outcome, is a rich dialogue and exchange of ideas.

It is hard to leave Jean’s presentation without feeling highly motivated and ready to tackle work with a new perspective. And what contributes to this good feeling is that Jean has a wonderful quick wit — so you are having fun while learning. A terrific combo!

Many thanks to Resources Global Professionals (RGP) for graciously hosting this event and, in particular, to Susan Reed for being an FWA supporter. And thanks to Jean Oursler for sharing her time and expertise as well as providing participants with a copy of her book The Results! Formula, Why Goals Don’t Work and Results Do!